Where in the World? Demographic Patterns in Access Data
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Abstract. As learning environments become increasingly available online, the fine-grained records of user activities can be captured and analyzed (generally called webmetrics) to better understand the characteristics of teachers and learners. The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First, we describe how two web-based educational systems were engineered to collect webmetrics. This is followed by a description of our methods for collecting geo-referenced data, joining these data with demographic and educational datasets for the United States, and mapping these using geographic information system (GIS) techniques to visually display relationships. We conclude with results from statistical analyses of these relationships that highlight areas of significance.

1 Introduction

Web-based learning environments can be engineered to collect detailed data about their users and their activities. These data can be subsequently mined and analyzed against a set of criteria (generally called webmetrics [9, 20]) to find behavioral patterns of individual teachers and students and to infer their characteristics and teaching/learning profiles [2, 11, 13, 18]. Such inferences help evaluate and improve system design, as well as measure the effectiveness of e-learning and teaching [1, 4, 5, 14].

In addition, standard webmetric tools record the IP address of users’ computers, thereby providing fodder for analyses of the geographical location of users. These geographically referenced access patterns can be compared to national datasets to see if any relationships exist with demographic and educational trends. In this way, comparisons can be made between samples of users as reflected in access patterns to the population of users.

The purpose of this paper is three-fold. First, we describe how two web-based educational systems were engineered to collect webmetrics. This is followed by a description of our methods for collecting geo-referenced data, joining these data with demographic and educational datasets for the United States, and mapping these using geographic information system (GIS) techniques to visually display relationships. We conclude with results from statistical analyses of these relationships that highlight areas of significance.
2 System Descriptions

The two web-based learning environments that were engineered to collect user data and user activities are the Instructional Architect, a digital library service, and the Exploratorium Learning Resources Collection, a digital library for K12 teachers.

2.1 The Instructional Architect

The Instructional Architect (IA.usu.edu) is an educational digital library service developed to support the instructional use of the National Science Digital Library (NSDL.org) [10] and other online learning resources. With the IA, teachers are able to search, select, sequence, annotate and reuse online learning resources to create instructional web pages, called IA projects. The IA breaks down the technology barriers and allows teachers with basic computer skills to create online projects and efficiently address their instructional needs [15, 16, 17].

The Instructional Architect targets two main audiences: teachers and their students. A teacher can create a free account, which provides exclusive access to his/her saved resources and IA projects. As part of the registration procedure, the teacher completes a profile indicating subjects and grades taught, teaching experience, and level of information literacy.

After a teacher logs into the system, the IA offers two major usage modes: 1) resource management and 2) IA project management. In the resource management mode, teachers can search for and store links to NSDL resources, as well as add non-NSDL resource links to their individual collection.

The IA project management mode allows teachers to create a web page (called an IA project) and share it with the public or only with their own students. JavaScript and HTML code is allowed, which means dynamic objects such as multimedia, blogs, and RSS can be included. A registered teacher can create a generic student account that is shared by all his/her students. With such an account, students have exclusive access to their teachers’ private projects that are marked as “student-view only”.

Table 1 shows summary statistics of IA usage and growth over the previous year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Since</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Previous year growth (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registered users</td>
<td>09/2004</td>
<td>4,700</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web resources used</td>
<td>01/2005</td>
<td>43,410</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA projects created</td>
<td>09/2003</td>
<td>9,653</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project views</td>
<td>08/2005</td>
<td>~1 million</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 The Exploratorium Learning Resources Collection

The Exploratorium Learning Resources Collection (ELRC; www.exploratorium.edu) is a digital library of over 700 teacher-tested science activities and instructional resources inspired and created from the Exploratorium’s exhibits, public program events, and teacher professional development programs.

The ELRC is designed for elementary and secondary school teachers as its primary audience, and informal educators as its secondary audience. Teachers can browse the collection by topic or conduct keyword searches. Search results provide a short description of the item, as well as related topics to explore. For each resource item found, a resource record is provided that includes a description of the resource as well as teaching tips where appropriate. Advanced search enables teachers to narrow a search by curricular area, grade level, and specific resource type (i.e., image, video, activity, article, web interactive, web exhibition, museum exhibit, and professional development resource). The ELRC is available to use from the Web and no registration is required to use the application. Through interoperability, the ELRC items can be also found in other educational libraries including the National Science Digital Library (nsdl.org) [10].

In 2009, the ELRC was accessed by over 34,500 unique visitors. Since its launch in 2005, visitors from all 50 States across North America and over 170 countries have accessed the collection. The most frequently accessed resources include the website page from “Faultline” which explains the differences between P and S waves, and a hands-on electric circuit activity called “Jitterbug.”

3 Methods

This section describes the three-part process for 1) collecting, 2) joining and mapping, and 3) analyzing location data.

3.1 Collecting Webmetrics

Three general approaches are used in industry for collecting and analyzing webmetrics data. First, server log parsers are software tools that analyze the traffic data from Web server logs. For example, the Exploratorium uses Summary (summary.net) as a web traffic data analysis tool [7, 19].

Second, web sites fueled by a database can be engineered with locally developed software to capture access traffic. For example, ActiveMath, an adaptive learning environment, has a database that stores not only raw data but also analyses of users’ actions and additional background knowledge concerning the users [11].

The third approach, called page-tagging, uses third-party services that capture web traffic by embedding Javascript into web pages. Popular examples include Google Analytics (analytics.google.com) [3, 6] and Omniture (www.omniture.com).

1 The Exploratorium is a hands-on museum of science, art, and human perception located in California.
Since mid-2006, the Instructional Architect has been engineered to collect detailed online usage data, using both Google Analytics (GA) and locally developed tracking software (e.g., pageviews, session lengths, user paths) to measure online user behavior [9, 21]. The ELRC main website has used Google Analytics since 2007.

Google Analytics, as part of their standard reporting tool, estimates the visitors’ location using the client computers’ IP addresses, in a process called geo-location [8, 12]. Visitors’ location data can then be interactively partitioned into geographical regions such as countries, U.S. states, and cities using geographic segmentation. The remainder of this paper discusses how to use the geographic segmentation data generated by GA to study more global web usage patterns.

3.2 Joining and Mapping Location Data

GA location data can be joined with other geographical datasets. In the present paper, we extracted U.S. demographic data from two sources: 1) commercial GIS software ESRI Data & Maps 9.3 (www.esri.com) and 2) the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES; nces.ed.gov). Both interactively provide detailed demographic and educational data about U.S. population that can be overlayed with GA location data.

The ESRI Data & Maps 9.3 software package was used to generate basic maps and city location data, which were then linked with the geographic segmentation from Google Analytics and educational data from NCES. Once these data were joined, they were imported into ArcMap 9.3, a main component of ESRI’s GIS software, for visual display.

3.3 Analyzing Location Data

Finally, we examined statistical relationships between five demographic predictors and the number of site visits per location as reported by GA. The first predictor, 2007 U.S. population, was extracted from the ESRI dataset. The four additional U.S. demographic predictors, extracted from NCES, were: 2) number of schools, 3) number of school districts, 4) per capita income, and 5) median family income. Any number of predictors could have been selected, but given that computers are needed to access the IA and the ELRC from schools or homes, we focused on those related predictors.

4 Results

4.1 Collecting Location Data from GA

Using the GA reporting tool, Figure 1a&b shows visits to the IA and ELRC, respectively, over a 1-year period in the U.S. Darker shades indicate more visits. Given that the IA is based in Utah and has outreach activities in New York and Michigan, while the ELRC is California-based, the maps show that both groups are successful in local dissemination activities. The ELRC also shows more widespread U.S. visitors.
4.2 Displaying GIS Mapping Data

Several maps were constructed to visually display the relationships between site accesses and demographic data. For example, Figures 2a&b and 3a&b show IA and ELRC visitor traffic overlayed on two selected datasets (number of school districts and median family income). These maps help visually reveal relationships between site usage and demographic or school characteristics.

4.3 Analyzing Location Data

Of the 5 predictor variables described above, U.S. population is highly correlated with the number of schools ($r = .97$), and per capita income was highly correlated with median family income ($r = .93$). As such, two predictors, the number of schools and median family income, were removed from subsequent analyses.

Because certain states reported extremely high visits due to intense outreach or teacher professional development activities, data from such places were considered as outliers and were excluded to reduce measurement errors. Therefore, visits from Utah, Michigan, New York and Massachusetts were removed from the IA site, and visit data from California were removed from the ELRC site. Nonetheless, we observe unusual peaks in some localities, and such outliers were adjusted to the maximum. For both sites, values larger than 250 visits were adjusted to 250.

Even with this adjustment, the outcome variable, number of site visits per location, was extremely skewed, with the variance 50 times larger than the mean for the IA, and 100 times larger than the mean for the ELRC. Due to this over-dispersion, the Poisson regression does not fit for estimating the count distribution in our scenario. As such, we adopted the less restrictive model – negative binomial regression.

---

For space reasons, only the continental 48 states are shown.
For IA, the negative binomial regression model predicting number of site visits per location from population and per capita income were each statistically significant, with population (Wald Chi-Square = 190.18, $p = .000$), and per capita income (Wald Chi-Square = 27.57, $p = .000$). The number of school districts was not (Wald Chi-Square = .63, $p = .43$).

For the ELRC, all three remaining indicators were statistically significant, with population (Wald Chi-Square = 71.36, $p = .000$), per capita income (Wald Chi-Square = 11.70, $p = .001$), and number of school districts (Wald Chi-Square = 6.96, $p = .008$).

We interpret these results to mean that online visitors to these sites came from, not surprisingly, more densely populated areas. In addition, the relationship with per capita income may be a function of the amount of resources (i.e., computing) available in the local schools and communities. Finally, online visitors to the museum’s digital library
came from areas with a high number of school districts, while not such relationship was found with IA visitors.

Figure 3a&b. U.S. map of ELRC visits (darker dot is higher visit frequency) overlayed with (a) number of schools per district, and (b) median family income over 1 years.

5 Conclusion

As learning environments become increasingly available online, the fine-grained records of user activities can be captured and analyzed to better understand user intent. Moreover, their online availability also provides access to users that can be beyond the initially targeted audience. GIS and statistical analyses of the geographical location of users collected from two online learning environments show interesting access patterns. First, visits are higher were outreach is higher, demonstrating the impact of these activities. Second, strong statistical relationships were found between certain U.S. demographic variables and location visit data. In particular, we did not necessarily expect to find the strong relationship between per capita income and the location of visitors. Is it possible that innovative online learning environments are exacerbating the digital divide?
In summary, this paper reports on both processes and results from one kind of analysis of webmetrics. Of course, these datasets contain a treasure trove of data mining potential for better understanding user activities. In current work, we are applying latent class analysis to usage data in order to help reveal different categories of users [21]. We also plan to triangulate and validate these findings with more conventionally collected data about user activities, including from user surveys and registration profiles.
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